
The Artisan 4 Slice with Dual Independent Controls is designed to cater for more 

than one. Toast lightly for one individual or darker for another,  each compartment 

works independently to suit unique preferences. Extra wide toasting cavities evenly 

brown a wide range of Breads or Crumpets with Defrost, Reheat and Keep Warm 

options. One touch controls raise and lower bread on demand and a digital display 

remembers your settings to ensure repeatable excellence every time.
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DUAL INDEPENDENT CONTROLS Each pair of slots work 
independently of each other to multi-toast a wide range of 
breads or crumpets requiring different settings. Defrost Toast 
in one slot and keep crumpets or Frozen Pastries warm in 
another.

ONE TOUCH CONTROLS Raises and lower bread, even in 
the middle of a cycle.

7 SHADE SETTINGS Turn the Shade Control to the right for 
darker toasting or to the left for lighter.

EXTRA WIDE SLOTS Handles the thickest breads, crumpets, 
bagels or pastries easily to accommodate whatever you’re 
toasting up to 3.8cm thick.

LCD DISPLAY Each pair of slots work independently of each 
other to multi-toast a wide range of breads or crumpets 
requiring different settings. Defrost Toast in one slot and keep 
crumpets or Frozen Pastries warm in another.

ALL METAL CONSTRUCTION Durable Steel with removable 
crumb tray and sleek design.

MULTI-FUNCTION BUTTONS  

KEEP WARM FUNCTION Keeps toasted foods warm for 
up to one minute.
CRUMPET FUNCTION Reduces power on one side by 50% 
to gently brown the outside and precisely toast the inside.
DEFROST FUNCTION Breads can be toasted to perfection 
in minutes.
REHEAT Quickly reheats previously toasted food in less 
than 1 minute .
TOAST/CANCEL An easy way to start or stop toasting at 
any point.

ALMOND CREAM 
KMT423AC

CONTOUR SILVER 
KMT423CU

STAINLESS STEEL 
KMT423SX

EMPIRE RED 
KMT423ER

ONYX BLACK 
KMT423OB

Specifications and Dimensions
Product  
Wattage 1510-1800W

Height 20cm

Width 35cm

Depth 30cm

Net Weight 7.5kg

Product Carton 
Height 29cm

Width 40cm

Depth 38cm

Shipping Weight 8.5kg

Specifications subject to change without notice.


